The ftwilliam.com portfolio is fully web-based software that streamlines time-consuming tasks for the employee benefits professional. The applications are easy to use and integrated to ensure that data flows effortlessly between the different modules.

The ftwLink Interface module captures and transmits your data via our secure tool to provide real-time form and document generation.

Simple data management and accessibility are becoming more important as the demand for prompt responses grows. ftwLink captures data on your existing system and transmits directly to the ftwilliam.com servers via a secure XML-based tool to generate plan documents and government forms in real time.

By completely bypassing the human interface, you can speed up the way your data is processed and used.

In three simple steps, all your plan documents and government forms will be ready for delivery:

- **Data Capture**
- **Real Time Form/Document Generation**
- **Data Transmission**

**Software Highlights**

- Import your existing plan data seamlessly.
- Automatic creation and updating of documents and 5500 Forms.
- Integrates seamlessly with your existing systems with prompt server-to-server delivery.

Visit ftwilliam.com or call 1-800-596-0714 to learn more.